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Finite-state stochastic sequential systems which are interconnec- 
tions of two or more component systems exhibit a special structural 
property in their transition matrices as a consequence of the statisti- 
cal independence of the next states of the component systems given 
the present states and the input to the interconnection. Along with 
the concept of a "lumpable" stochastic matrix, this structural 
property is of central importance to the decomposition theory pre- 
sented. These ideas allow a generalization to the stochastic case of the 
definitions used by Itartmanis in his study of the decomposition f 
conventionai switching circuits. With these definitions we are able to 
prove decomposition theorems for stochastic automata which reduce 
to those of ttartmanis n the deterministic case. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Dur ing the last several years, a very productive theory of decomposi- 
t ion for sequential switching circuits has been advanced, principal ly by 
t Iar tmanis  (1962). The purpose of this paper is to show that  a similar 
* This paper is based upon work submitted for the partial satisfaction of the 
requirements for the Ph.D. degree in the Department of Electrical Engineering 
of the University of California, Berkeley. 
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theory exists for stochastic automata. Since it appears likely that the 
Hartmanis theory will yield further esults, an effort is made to construct 
and prove theorems with definitions and notation analogous to his. It 
will be seen that such an approach is not at all artificial, since these 
definitions arise naturally from an independent consideration of sto- 
chastic systems. An attempt is made to make the exposition selfcon- 
tained; consequently some of the developments of Itartmanis' papers 
are included. The reader already familiar with this work will find it easy 
to scan over these parts. 
The term "decomposition" has been used in the theory of both de- 
terministic (Gill, 1962) and stochastic (Blackwell, Breiman, and Thoma- 
sian, 1958) automata in a way different from its intended usage here. 
These studies have been concerned with the decomposition f a system 
into isolated subsystems, only one of which contains the present state of 
the system. Here, however, techniques for the decomposition f a system 
into an interconneetion f concurrently operating subsystems are pre- 
sented. That is, the result of our decomposition will be a collection of 
stochastic automata with its elements connected by paths of signal flow 
(e.g., wires). The first type of decomposition can be discussed in terms 
of the definitions that we shall develop, but out primary motivation is
to obtain a theory of decomposition i to concurrently operating sto- 
chastic automata. 
I I .  CHARACTERIZAT ION AND NOTAT ION 
The function of this section is to introduce the model of a stochastic 
automaton that will be employed in the subsequent development. A 
stochastic analogy of the Moore model of a deterministic automaton 
(variously called a stochastic automaton, a stochastic system, or a 
machine) will be employed throughout this study. Not only is this 
model commonly used in applications of these systems, but it is also the 
one which requires the least notation to describe and as such allows its 
structural properties to be exposed most clearly. In view of the fact that 
other models of stochastic automata can be converted to it (Carlyle, 
1961), the selection of this model is not a significant restriction. 
Using this model, a stochastic automaton M is described by the 5-tuple 
( U ", Y~, M, {M(u)}, o~). U ~ and Y~ are nonempty finite sets des- 
ignating the input and output alphabets respectively. Typical elements 
of each would be u~ and y i  M respectively. M, also a nonempty finite set, 
is the set of physical states of the system. The states will be assumed to 
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be in correspondence with the first #(M) positive integers and a typical 
state will be denoted i v, i being a positive integer. The variable which 
ranges over this set is denoted s ~r . #(M) is, of course, the number of 
elements in the set M and #(M) = m will be assumed. Observe that the 
machine and its state set are designated with the same symbol. This will 
be a considerable notational convenience and any confusion will be 
precluded by the text. Further, the superscript will not be indicated if 
the context defines the machine under discussion. The family {M(u)} 
is a set of #(U ~) m X m stochastic (row) matrices which designates 
the state transition probability structure of the system. An element 
m~j(uk ~) is the probability that as a result of the application of the input 
uk ~ while the system is in state i "  the next state will be j  ~. M(uk ~) is a 
stochastic row matrix implies that for all i ~, je  and each k 
m~j(u, ~) > 0 
and 
~mi j (uk  ~) = 1, i=  1 ,2 , . . .m.  
j= l  
The last element in the characterization, o M, is the function from M onto 
Y~ that designates the output symbol associated with each state of M. 
It  will subsequently be convenient to think of o M as a partition on the 
states of M. First we make 
DEFINITION 1. A partition on the state set M is a collection of subsets 
of M such that each state of M belongs to one and only one such subset. 
These subsets will be called the blocks of the partition. 
A partition on the set { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} that puts states 1 and 2 in the same 
block and states 3, 4, and 5 in the same block will be denoted (1~ 2; 
3, 4, 5).  Thus o M is a partition on the states of M for which a particular 
output is assigned to each block. 
The operation of M can now be described. If at time t one of the 
variables of the system, say the state variable, is s, then the value of 
this variable at time t -t- 1 will be denoted s'. Since all of the systems 
under consideration do not vary with time, this notation will usually be 
adequate to describe the time parameter. Thus one finds the system in 
state s at time t and as a consequence an output o(a) is also present. 
Also at time t an input u is applied. At t -t- 1 we find the state to be s' 
with this transition from s to s' according to the probability distribution 
of row s of M(u) .  An output o(s') is now observed. 
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It will be necessary in what follows to have a model of a stochastic 
automaton that has multiple input and output erminals. Analogous to 
the single input-output case, such a model with f inputs and g outputs 
is described by the 5-tuple (U1 ~X U~ M' . .  × Uf ~,YI ~ X Y2 ~ 
• ." X Yg~, M, {M(u)}, oi ~, o~ , . . .  oa~). Here U~ ~ is the alphabet of 
input terminal i and Ys M is likewise the alphabet of output erminal j.
M and {M(u)} are as before except hat now u ranges over the ex- 
panded input space. Correspondingly, oi M is a mapping from M onto 
Yi M and again can be considered a partition on M. 
DEFINITION 2. A set J of states of a stochastic automaton M forms a 
persistent submachine of M if and only if for each s E J, t reachable 
from s implies that t E J. State t is reachable from state s if there is an 
input sequence for which the probability of transition from s to t is 
positive. 
Two stochastic automata, M and N, will be called isomorphic if their 
input, output, and state sets are respectively isomorphic and the transi- 
tion probabilities for states corresponding under the isomorphism are 
equal. In the decomposition theory we will require that a given machine 
M be isomorphic to a persistent submachine of another machine N. We 
thus require that the transition probabilities within the selected subset 
of N be equal to the transition probabilities of M for states correspond- 
ing under the isomorphism. 
It has been tacitly assumed here that the components of the network 
are compatible in the following sense. If output erminal i of component 
A is connected to input terminal j of component B, then 1/~ c U~ ?. In 
other words, an input terminal is not required to accept a symbol for 
which its response is not defined. This assumption will be made without 
exception. 
The state of the network is specified as the set of present states of the 
components and further under any input the next state will have such a 
description. Thus, the set product of the state sets of the components 
sulffices as the state space of the interconnection. Since we can set the 
initial state in each component independently of the others, this entire 
space is needed. 
III. A PROPERTY OF INTERCONNECTIONS 
Consider an arbitrary interconnection f n stochastic automata which 
are assumed numbered 1, 2, . . .  n with associated state variables l, 
s:, . . .  s~. When the interconnection is viewed as a single machine, a
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typical transition probability would be 
p(s l ' ,  s2', . . .  s~ ' / s l ,  s2, . . .  sn ,  u ) .  (1) 
This may be rewritten as 
p(s l ' /s~' ,  . . .  s~', s l ,  " .  s~, u )  
• p(s2 ' / s3 ' , " ,  s~', 61 , ' "  8n, u)  . . .  p(s~'/81 , . ' .  8~, u ) .  
However, from the knowledge that this transition probability describes 
an intercormection we know that the probability of a particular next 
state of any component system need be conditioned only upon the 
present state of the system and the input. That is, we arc tacitly assum- 
ing that once the input to any machine in the interconnection is speci- 
fled, the transition of the machine isindependent of the transition of the 
other components of the interconnection. I  other words, tile transition 
probabilities of the component machines pecify the transition prob- 
abilities of the interconnection through the assumption that given its 
input  each component operates independently of the others. Thus for 
i=  1, 2 , . . -n - -  1 
t ! ? ! 
p(8~/s~+~,  8~+~, 8~ , s l ,  8~, u )  = ' . . . . . .  p (s i  / s l  , " ' "  s ,  , u ) .  
Thus (1) may be rewritten 
p(s l ' / s l  8~ , u)  ' , u )  ' u)  (1) , . . .  • p (s~/s l ,  s~, p(s2 /61, " "  8n  " . . . . .  • 
This factorization must be possible for any interconnection f stochastic 
automata, nd the determination f the existence of such a factorization 
will be central to the decomposition theory of the next section• 
The decompositions to be considered first are loop free. That is, there 
are no closed paths of information flow. This restriction simplifies the 
introduction of the topic and at the same time exposes the similarity to 
the Hartmanis theory. A later section shows the simple extension eeded 
to consider feedback. 
IV. THE SUBSTITUTION PROPERTY 
A basic property of a loop-free interconnection is that some of the 
components operate independently of all the others. These are, of course, 
the machines which receive as inputs only the system input. That is, 
these machines do not have the output of any other component as an 
input. Regardless of the states of all of the other component machines, 
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Fie. 1. A loop-free intereonneetion K 
the probability of transition to any next state for this machine depends 
only upon the present state of this machine and the input to the inter- 
connection. This has a significant effect upon the transition matrices of 
the interconnection which can be explained with the aid of Fig. 1. If N 
is considered to be a single machine representation f all components of 
the interconnection but M, the situation of Fig. 1 represents an arbitrary 
loop-free interconnection, K in which M needs only u as its input. 
Denote the state variable of M as s and that of N as t. Thus the transition 
matrix of the interconnection for input u is 
K(u)  = [I o (s))H 
or written as probabilities 
p~(s', t'/s, t, u) = p~ (s'/s, u)pN(t'/t, u, o~ (s) ). 
Thus summing on t', 
t, u) = 
Observe that the right hand terms of this equation are independent of 
t as well as t p. Thus by summing K(u) over the "next-states" of all other 
components of the interconnection, only elements of M(u) remain. 
From the point of view of decomposition of the interconnection, then, 
this simple operation has yielded the specification of one component of 
the decomposition. 
If we consider that K(u) is partitioned such that all elements in the 
same block of the partition correspond to states with the same value of 
s and the same value of s% then the property found above can be seen 
more clearly. Each submatrix of the partition, specified uniquely by the 
pair (s, s'), has the same row sum, namely m~,(u). The partitioning of 
K(u) is more simply specified as a partitioning of the states of K in 
which two states are in the same block of the partition if and only if 
they correspond to the same state of M. In these terms, the above 
property requires that all states in a specified block of the partition must 
have the same probability of transition into any second block of the 
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partition. Kemeny and Snell (1960) call such a partition on a Markov 
matrix "lumpable." They show that the blocks of states formed by this 
partition may be considered to be states themselves for a reduced 
Markov matrix. Analogously, we have found that the blocks of such a 
partition on the states of an interconnection can be considered to be the 
states of a component machine which receives only the system input. 
The process of "lumping" a Markov matrix on a partition is best 
explained through an example. Consider the matrix M where 
1 2 
1 .3 .2 
2 .4 .1 
M =3 .6 0 
4 .1 .5 
3 4 
.2 
.2 
.3 
It  is claimed that M is lumpable on the partition (],  2; 3, 4). For con- 
venience we will call the first block A and the second B. We observe 
that the probability of transition from any state in A (i.e., 1 or 2) into 
A (i.e., 1 and 2) is 0.5. 
We may thus write p(A'/A) = 0.5. Likewise p(B'/A) = 0.5, p(A'/B) 
= 0.6, p(B~/B) = 0.4. The matrix of these probabilities, denoted N, is 
designated as the result of lumping M on this partition, i.e., 
A B 
A[  "5 .5 ]  
N =B 6 .4 " 
We shall say that N is M lumped on the given partition. 
Observe that the existence of a nontrivial umpable partition on a 
Markov matrix is restrictive. That is, the only lumpable partitions may 
be the trivial partitions which have every state in a separate block or 
have all states in the same block. 
From the above examination of the interconnection, we see that the 
same partition is lumpable on K(u) for all u. Further, this is necessary 
if the lumped matrices resulting from K(u) for all u are to represent a 
stochastic automaton, since otherwise, the state of M would be defined 
only after the input was specified. These considerations lead to a basic 
definition which is an extension of that given by Hartmanis. 
D~F~NITION 3. The states of a stochastic automaton are said to have 
a partition with the substitution property (designated S. P.) if and only 
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if the stochastic matrix associated with each input is lumpable on this 
partition. 
It  is not to be implied that the transition probabilities of the blocks 
must be the same for all inputs, it is only the partition that is dependent 
of input. 
The fact which will be important o us in decomposition is that a 
partition with S. P. on the states of a machine specifies a "lumping" on 
the transition matrices of the machine, which matrices also specify a 
stochastic automaton. If M is a machine with such a partition, and the 
partition is denoted as r, then the resulting "lumped" machine wiU be 
called the machine realized according to ~ on M and its transi- 
tion matrices denoted M~(u). 
For deterministic automata, Hartmanis gives a simple algorithm for 
finding all partitions with the S. P. on the states of a given machine. An 
analogous, but somewhat more complicated, technique is possible for 
stochastic automata. 
V. PARTITION ALGEBRA AND INDEPENDENT PARTITIONS 
Partition r is a refinement of partition ~- if each block of ~r can be 
formed as the union of one or more blocks of r. This is denoted ~r ____ T. 
Thus ">=" is a partial ordering of the partitions on a given state set. 
For example, if ~ = (1, 2; 3, 4, -5) and T = (1, 2; 3; 4, 5), then T is a 
refinement (proper) of ~r and ~ = 7. 
Let I be the partition with all of the states in one block and 0 the 
partition with each state in a separate block. For any partition ~, I _>- 
=> 0. Thus, the partitions of the state set form a lattice under this partial 
ordering. 
Using this partial ordering, we define ~r ~- r to be 1.u.b.(~r, r) and 
~ ' r  to be g.l.b.(~r, r). Since ~r and r are lattice elements, ~r + r and 
~. r  always exist. To illustrate, let ~r = (1; 2; 3, 4, 5) and r = (1, 2; 
3, 4; 5). Then ~r -t- r = (1, 2; 3, 4, 5) and ~r.r -- (1; 2; 3, 4; 5). 
We now make a definition of central importance to the decomposition 
of stochastic systems. 
DEFINITION 4. TWO partitions, ~r and r, on the states of a stochastic 
automaton, M, are said to be independent if and only if 
= IF .  (2) 
iE~knrt ]E~k J~rl 
for all rk n r~ and all i and u. Furthermore, a set of partitions is mutually 
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independent if and only if the sum of each row of each transition matrix 
over the intersection of any block from each of two or more partitions of 
the set is equal to the product of the sums of the row over the blocks 
specified. 
Observe that partitions on deterministic machines are always inde- 
pendent since, for any i and u, ml j (u)  = 1 for only onej  and mii(u)  = 0 
for all other elements of row i of M(u) .  The necessity for considering 
independent partitions will become apparent in the next section. There 
it will be shown that a decomposition realized according to independent 
partitions (to be defined) will satisfy the basic property of an intercon- 
nection given previously and consequently the components will be 
mutually independent machines. Before attempting decomposition, how- 
ever, one further property must be presented. 
TgEO~E~ 1. I f  partitions ~r and r are independent on M and have the 
S.P., then ~r. "r has the S.P. 
PROOF: Consider the submatrix of M(u)  defined by the rows of block 
~s n rg and the columns of ~rk n 7l, and assume that these blocks are 
nonempty. Since ~r and r are independent, Equation (2) holds. ~ and 
have the S.P.; thus the value of each of the factors on the right of (2) 
does not change for i E ~s n ro • Thus, the left side of (2) is the same for 
all i E lrs n r~. Since this is true for all f, g, k, 1 such that 7rs n 7o and 
rk n 7~ are nonempty and for all u, ~. r must have the S.P. 
The following definition completes the set of ideas needed to discuss 
decomposition. 
D~FINITIO~ 5. Partitions v and 7 on M are said to be a partition pair, 
denoted (r, 7) if and only if for each pair of blocks 7r s and 7a 
JErg iEr o 
for all i,/c E vs n rz and for each rz for which this set is nonempty, and 
for all u. 
Observe that if and only if r has the S.P., (r, 7) is a partition pair. 
The necessity for partition pairs will be seen in the decomposition 
theorems to follow. 
VI. SERIES AND PARALLEL DECOMPOSITION 
The reader who is familiar with the Hartmanis theory will recall that 
quite often a "don't care" condition is encountered in the specification 
of a component machine of a decomposition. This is a consequence of the 
fact that the machine to be decomposed is usually isomorphic only to a 
persistent submachine of the corresponding interconnection. Since Hart- 
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~ T-~r_~ Combinatorial t->-" -'°y Network 
' ' i ' 's~i ' 
FIG. 2. The quasi-series decomposition of M 
manis assumes that the interconnection is started in a state of this per- 
sistent submachine, the transition paths from the states of the intercon- 
nection not in this submachine are of no consequence and each such 
transition is a "don't care" condition. In the decomposition of a sto- 
chastic sequential system, exactly the same situation may arise, and we 
will have the same freedom to specify the transition probabilities from 
certain states of component  machines under certain inputs. This situa- 
tion will be discussed in precise terms subsequently. However,  the 
reader is thus forwarned that a machine will not generally be isomorphic 
to its decomposition, but to a persistent submachine of it. 
The  loop-free decomposition of a machine M which we shall describe 
first is shown in Fig. 2. 
Observe that M~ receives both the system input u and the output of 
11/~, y~. The  output y of the network will not be formally considered in 
the decomposition theorems. Since the output is determined by the 
present state of the system, it is determined by the present state of M~,  
s ~, and the present state of M~,  s ". Thus  the output can always be re- 
alized by the dashed connections of Fig. 2. 
The  designation quasi-series is used since Mr  is connected to the sys- 
tem input u. If this connection can be eliminated, then the decomposition 
will be called a strict series decomposition, or simply a series decomposi- 
tion. The  similarity of Figure 2 to Figure 1 is indicative that the theory 
of quasi-series decomposition will have considerable relevance to the 
basic loop-free decomposition theory of the next section. 
The  following theorem is actually implied by Theorem 3. In fact the 
decomposition technique of Theorem 3 is a repeated use of the technique 
to be shown in Theorem 2. It is felt that such an exposition greatly 
facilitates the understanding general loop-free decomposition. 
THEOREM 2. A stochastic automaton M admits a quasi-series decomposi- 
tion i f  there exist partitions ~-, o ~, and r such that 
(a) 7r has the S.P. and o ~ >= ~, 
(b) ~r. r = 0 and r and ~r are independent, 
(c) (o~.r, r) is a partition pair. 
PROOF: Observe first that  the existence of o ~ and condition (c) are in 
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no way restrictive• We can always take o y = 7, thus o ~. r = 0 and 
(0, r) is alwayS a partition pair for any r since the set 7f n r~ of Defini- 
tion 5 contains ~ one and only one point, i = k, and the defining equation 
is a triviality. The partition o[  will. be used to  specify the output parti- 
tion of machine My and the condition o" = 7 will imply that each state 
of M produces a distinct output. 
The proof is obtained by showing a construction of M,  and M, and 
checking that M is isomorphic to a persistent submachine of the inter- 
connection of Fig. 2. M ,  is the machine resulting from lumping M on 
partition 7. Since 7 has the S.P., we are assured that such a lumping is 
possible• As stated above, o" is the output partition of M ", and for the 
present we shall assume o ~ = 7. 
M~ will be realized through summing the columns of the transition 
matrices of M on the blocks of the partition r. Each block of r will thus 
correspond to a state of M~. Machine MT has #(U)#(7)  inputs. That is, 
for each state 7i of M,  and each u, there is a transition matrix M~(71, u) 
(the states of M,  are labeled as blocks of 7). Such a matrix is constructed 
by summing the columns of M(u) on blocks of r with the result being 
denoted Mr(u). Now, consider all of the rows of MY(u) that are in 
block 7~ of 7. These rows correspond to My being in state 7~, and thus 
that input 7~ is being applied to M~. Since 7. ~ = 0, each block rj  of r 
has at most one state of M in common with ~r~. Thus, rowj  of M~(7~, u) 
is the row of M~(u) corresponding to 7~ n ri if this intersection is non- 
empty• I f  7~ n r~- is empty, we have a "don't care" condition. That  is, 
there is no state of M corresponding to state r~ of M~ and rj of M~. We 
may thus specify row Tj of M~(7~, u) as any probability distribution 
over the states of M. In this manner the entire set of transition matrices 
of M~ is specified• 
Before showing that this interconnection of M~ and M~ contains M as 
a persistent submachine, an example is given to clarify the decomposition 
procedure• 
Example• Let M be the 4-state, 2-input machine specified below• 
0 .4 0 .6 M(u2) = 0 .3 0 .7 
M(u~) = | .4  .1 .4 .1 .08 .12 .32 .48 " 
• 25 .25 .25 .25 .06 .14 .24 .56 
I t  is easy to check that the partition 7 = (1, 2; 3, 4) has the S.P. The 
partition r - (1, 3; 2, 4) is independent of 7r and ~r. r = 0. Thus, by 
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lumping on ~, we have 
i M~(u~) = .5 2 .8 " 
Summing the columns of M(u~), i = 1, 2 on r, we obtain the matrices 1.o oj 
0 1 M~(u2) = 0 1.0 
M~(ul) = .8 .4 .6 " 
.5 .3 .7 
In this example, each block of ~ intersects each block of ~ in one and 
only one state, thus there are no "don't care" conditions. The transition 
matrices of M~ are uniquely specified as 
Mr(~l ,U l )  : 0 ] ' .5  
M~(~,u2)= [1 .0  ~] M~(~2,u2) - - I  "4 "~] 
0 1.  .3  " 
We complete the proof of Theorem 2 by constructing the following 
1-1 correspondence, z, between the states of M and a subset of the states 
of the interconnection. Let a state s E M correspond to the state (~,  vi) 
of the interconnection for which ~ n zj = s. Such a mapping always 
exists since ~.z = 0. The image of M under this mapping is the sub- 
machine of the interconnection previously referred to. To see this, we 
observe that the transition probabilities for states corresponding under 
the mapping are the same. If z(s) = (~r~, r3") and z(s') = (~rk, ~'z) we 
may compute the transition probability in the interconnection as
p(~rk, ~'J~rh, "rj, u) = p(Trk/~r,,, u ) 'p ( r J~rh ,  r j ,  u) 
= ~ m~j(u) ~ m~(u) ,  i ~ ~,~ n ~.  
] C ~r l~ j C "r l 
Since ~ and r are independent, 
= ~ u~j(u), iC  ~n ~j. 
JE~knv~ 
But r .  r = 0 and in view of the correspondences under z shown above, 
= ~, (u ) .  
Thus, transition probabilities in the specified submachine are exactly 
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the same as those for corresponding states of M. Thus, M and this sub- 
machine of the interconnection are isomorphic. Since the probability of 
transition from any state in M back into M is one, it follows that the 
subjachine is persistent, for by the isomorphism, the probability of 
transition from any state in the submachine back into the submachine 
is one. Thus, the proof of Theorem 2 is completed for the case o ~ = ~. 
When o ~ > r, the decomposition is only slightly changed. Since 
( J .  r, r) is a partition pair, we know from Definition 5 that all rows of 
M~(u) in a block of o ~. r are equal. Thus, we have only one probability 
distribution on the blocks of r corresponding to each triple (o~ ~, r j ,  u~) 
and we can construct he matrices M~(o~ ,u~) as before with "don't 
care" conditions for empty blocks of o ~. r. The proof that this construc- 
tion contains a persistent submachine isomorphic to M is only trivially 
different from that given above for the case o ~ = v. 
The necessity for ~ and r to be independent should be appreciated in a 
more general context than that needed in the above proof. Let state k 
of M(u) be in both blocks vi and r j .  Thus, row k of M(u) summed over 
gives the distribution over the next states of M~ given state r~ and 
input u. Likewise, this row summed over r yields the distribution over 
next states of M~ given r j ,  r~, and u. The basic property of intercon- 
nections given previously requires that for any present state and input, 
the probability of any next state of any component machine should not 
depend upon the next state of any other component machine. Thus, the 
distributions over the next states of the component machines must be 
independent for each present state and input of the interconnection. 
Consequently, if M is to be isomorphic to a submachine of the above 
interconnection ~ and r must be independent. Therefore, the require- 
ment for independent partitions arises directly from the basic property 
of interconnected stochastic automata. As was previously mentioned, 
all partitions on a deterministic system are independent. Thus, the 
necessity of independent partitions is restrictive only in the decomposi- 
tion of nondeterministie machines. 
I t  should also be observed that M is isomorphic to its decomposition 
if and only if there are no "don't care" conditions. There are no such 
conditions if and only if each block of ~ has a nonempty intersection 
with each block of ~. Along with the condition r .  r = 0, this forces v and 
r to be uniform partitions ince each block of each partition has one and 
oniy one state in common with each block of the other partition. (A 
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partition is uniform if each block has the same number of states.) 
Further, #(~) .#(r )  = m. 
We may now very simply deduce, for a given partition 7r, the condi- 
tions for a strict series decomposition. Specifically, it is necessary and 
sufficient that r be such that the matrices M,(Tr~, uj) not vary with u for 
each ~r~. In the deterministic theory a technique for constructing an 
"input partition" ~ri is shown. This partition has the property that (in 
stochastic notation) the matrices M'~(u)  do not depend upon u. If 
r _-> 7ri, a strict series decomposition exists. In the stochastic ase there 
is not generally a unique 7rz (nor even a unique smallest 7rz) such that 
M~I(u)  does not vary with u. Thus, the trivial criterion stated at the 
first of the paragraph seems the most direct way in which to approach 
the matter. 
COROLLARY 1. A stochastic automaton M admits a parallel decomposi- 
tion i f  there exist partitions 7r, o ~, and r such that 
(a) 7r has the S.P. and o ~ >= ~r. 
(b) 7r. r = 0 and ~- and 7r are independent. 
(c) r has the S.P. 
PROOF: In the proof of Theorem 2 we may take o ~ = I. Since r has the 
S.P., condition (c) of Theorem 2 is satisfied for ( I .  r, r) = (r, r) is a 
partition pair. Thus a quasi-series decomposition exists in which no in- 
formation flows from M~ to M, .  Consequently this is a parallel decom- 
position for no connection is required from M~ to M, .  
Such a decomposition is effected in the same manner as in the quasi- 
series case. In the last step, however, it would be seen that the matrices 
of the form M~(Tr~, ui) are the same for all blocks of 7r. 
The partitions 0 and I always have the S.P. and are always inde- 
pendent, but systems realized according to them are, of course, trivial. 
That is, M0 is isomorphic to M itself and Mx is a one state system. Con- 
sequently, Mr has a constant output. Thus decompositions in which ~r or 
r are either 0 or I will be called trivial and not considered further. 
VII. GENERAL LOOP-FREE DECOMPOSITION 
The basic decompositions of the previous section were found to be 
possible under conditions analogous to those required in the deter- 
ministic case. The main restriction there was the requirement of inde- 
pendent partitions which are always assured in deterministic theory. A 
similar situation is found in arbitrary loop-free decompositions of sto- 
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chastic automata. That  is, we shM1 prove a theorem yielding decompo- 
sitions analogous to those of deterministic theory (Hartmanis, 
1962), except hat the requirement must be made that certain partitions 
be independent. 
THEOREM 3. I f  there exists a set T of distinct partitions I~i , 7r2 , • • • ~rn} 
on a stochastic automaton M such that 
(a) ~r~ has the S.P., i = 1, 2, - - .  n, 
(h) ]],L1 = 0, 
(c) all ~r~ for which there is no ~ j E T such that r ¢ > ~r ~ must be mutually 
independent. Denote this set of ~r ~ as T~ , 
(d) for each ~ri C T - T1 let T~ denote the subset of T for which ~r ¢ C T~ 
i f  and only i f  ~ > 7r~ . Then, there must exist a partition r~ > ~ such that 
~rjET~r i 
(e) All r~ and all lri E T1 are mutually independent, hen there corre- 
sponds a loop-free decomposition of M into n machines. Each machine M i  
is associated with a partition ~ E T (but not necessarily realized according 
to it). M receives an input from Mj  only i f  ~ > ~r~. 
This decomposition is a generalization of the quasi-series decomposi- 
tion of Theorem 2 and the construction to follow is made more intuitive 
if we show this explicitly. Using the notation of Theorem 2, we let 
T = {~, 0}; thus conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
Consequently T~ = ~. In condition (d) 0 = T - T~, To = ~ and ~. r = 0 
implies 
I I  ~rj-T= 0. 
vjET0 
and r are required to be independent; hus (e) is satisfied. 
If  a parallel decomposition were possible, r would have the S.P. and 
we could make T = {=, r}. Consequently T = T1 and no ~r~ as in (d) 
would be needed. 
The main result of Theorem 3 is the consideration of a nontrivial set 
T -- T~. The partitions in this set correspond to sets of interconnected 
component machines. When any such set is considered to be a single 
machine, this machine receives as an input only the input to the inter- 
connection. Condition (d) requires that a partition r~ be associated with 
each such set. We shall see that  a component machine is realized accord- 
ing to r~ and this component receives only outputs of components in its 
associated set as inputs. Thus in Theorem 2, the only partition in T -- T~ 
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is 0. The corresponding set of components i the machine M~ and the 
associated ri is r. 
PnOOF: As in the proof of Theorem 2, we shall construct a decompo~ 
sition and show that M is isomorphic to a persistent submachine of the 
decomposition. 
First consider the set T1. Its elements are each independent of the 
others and each has the S.P. Therefore, M lumped on each of these par- 
titions is a well defined component machine. Each of these machines re- 
ceives only the system input and needs no input from other components 
of the decomposition. Now, if T1 = T, the decomposition is complete 
and we have realized M as a parallel connection of n component ma- 
chines. If this is not the case, form the set T2 such that ~i E T~ if and 
only if ~i E T -- TI and no element in T -- T1 is larger than ~r~. Obvi- 
ously, for each ~ri E T2 it is necessary that T~ c T1. Now associated 
with each such z~ is r~ with the properties of condition (d). Since 7r has 
the S.P., 
= ( I I  
~] E T~ i 
is a partition pair. But r~ > ~r~, thus 
( I I  
~j6Tz i 
is also a partition pair. From the definition of partition independence, 
ri is independent of I I~;er~ ~rj-. Thus, we can realize a machine accord- 
ing to ~ analogous to Theorem 2. This machine may receive as inputs 
only the system input and the outputs of the machines constructed ac- 
cording to partitions in T~.  
Now, for each remaining partition ~r~ ~ Ts, a corresponding machine 
ri is constructed. If T = T1 + T2, we are finished. If not, consider the 
set Ta such that ~ri E T3 if and only if ~ri E T -- Ti -- T2 and no element 
in T - T~ - T2 is larger than ~.  Here T,~ c Ti + T2. The construc- 
tion of a machine according to the partition T~. which corresponds to 
~r~ E Ta is accomplished exactly as for partitions in T2. We now have 
the possibility that ~r~ E T~,  but ~" E Ti .  Thus, the machine which 
we are now constructing may accept an input from the machine realized 
according to r l .  Through a repetition of this construction we can ex- 
haust the set T, and thus effect he decomposition. 
We now must show that such a decomposition contains a persistent 
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submachine isomorphic to M. Let the set of r~ employed in the decompo- 
sition be denoted S. Since a component machine corresponds to each 
~i E S and to each ~ E T1, #(S) + #(T1) = n. We must show that 
I I  ~ .  I I  ~ = 0 (3) 
~rlETl r jEB 
in order to complete the proof in a manner similar to that of Theorem 
2. Consider a partition r~ E T but such that =~ ~ Ti and such that 
T~ c T. It can be shown that such a partition exists if and only if 
TI ~ T. Assume that T1 ~ T, and observe that for 7r~E T -  T1, 
T~ n TI ~ ~ from the definition of T1. Pick some 7r~ E T - T1. If 
T~ c T~, then we have found a partition that meets our requirements. 
If not, pick some 7rj E T~ such that 7r~ ~ T1. Either T=~ c T~ (and we 
may stop) or we may pick 7rk E T~. such that 7rk ~ T1. Observe, how- 
ever, that T~ ~ T=~. ~ T~ and that each of these sets has a nonempty 
intersection with T1. Since we have a finite number of partitions, repeti- 
tion of this construction will yield some T~ which will contain only 
points of T1, and 7rz will be the desired partition. 
If T1 = T, we have demonstrated Eq. (3) since there would be no r~. 
and condition (b) of the theorem statement would imply (3). Thus, 
assume such a 7r~ exists, and designate it 7n. From condition (d) we 
know that there exist~ a n such that 
I I  ~-s.~-~ = ,-1. (4) 
vd6Tv  1 
Since T~ c T~, we may rewrite the left side of (3) as 
I I  ~ ' I I~ ,= I I~-~1 I I  ~ I I  ~,. (5) 
~ri6T 1 ~]E~ ~]ETv  I ~rk6TI--T~ 1 vdES--rl 
For any partition ~, ~-~ --- =. Thus, we may multiply the right side of 
(5) by l-I~j~r=~ =J, and at the same time substitute =i for the left side 
of Eq. (4) to obtain 
I I  ~, I I  ~J= I I  =~" I I  ~,. (6) 
v iET  1 r~ ~rk~Tl-~-~rl vd~,~--rl 
Now pick a partition 7r~ such that 7r~ q T~ + ~,  but T=~ c T1 -5 ~1 • 
If T1 -5 =~ ~ T, such a partition exists by reasoning similar to that given 
for vl. As in Eq. (4) 
H 7ri.r2 = 71"2. 
~r ] ~ T~ 2 
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We may repeat the manipulation of Eq. (5) and arrive at a result 
similar to (6), namely, 
17 17 I I  (7) 
i E TI Tj ES T~ E T I -~  i~-~2 Tj ~ S--r l--r 2 
Since to every ~ C T -- T1 there corresponds one and only one rj G S, 
this process can be repeated until the product corresponding to the 
second product on the right of (7) contributes no factors and 
I I  II = 17 = 0. (8) 
~iET1 7jE~ whET 
The equality on the right of (8) is condition (b), thus Eq. (3) is true. 
Assume #(S) =/~ and the elements of S, as used above, are r : ,  T~, • .- 
rk. Label the elements of T: as v~+:, rk+~, --- ~ .  Since each of the 
partitions in T: and S corresponds to one machine of the interconnec- 
tion, we will label the machines according to the partition subscript. 
Thus, r: corresponds to M: ,  ~r~+i corresponds to Mk+:, etc. Since sub- 
scripts are already being used to designate partitions, we shall add a 
second subscript o designate the block of the partition. Thus, ~r~ is 
block j of partition ~,  and as in Theorem 2, this will also be the desig- 
nation of state j of machine i. 
In view of (3), we may again define a 1-1 mapping z from M into 
the interconnection such that if s = r:~ n r2j n . . .  ~z ,  then z(s) = 
(T i t ,  T21, ' ' "  71"nl). I f  Z(8 t ) = (T la ,  T2b, ' ' "  lrng), then a transition 
probability of the interconnection may be written 
p(~:~,  ~,  " ' "  ~/~:~,  ~ i ,  " ' "  ~ ,  u)  
= p(~u~/7"l~, 7"2~,"" ~z ,  u) " "  p(~r~dr:~, r2 j , ' ' "  r~z,  u) 
= ~ mi i (u)  " ' "  ~_, m~j.(u), i G r:~ n I"2~" n . - -  ~r,~z 
and by the independence of the partitions, 
= ~ m~(u) ,  i ~ rll n r~.~ n . . .  ~r,~z 
- /~ ' lanr2  b N~ " " ~ng 
= m~,(u) .  
This last equation results from the correspondence under z. Thus, as in 
Theorem 2, there is a 1-1 correspondence between M and a sub- 
machine of the interconnection such that transition probabilities are 
preserved. For the same reasons as before, this submachine is per- 
sistent. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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Since each state of the persistent submachine of the interconnection 
corresponds to a state of M, the output of the interconnection may be 
determined in a manner analogous to that shown with dashed lines in 
Fig. 2. 
VIII. ARBITRARY DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section we relax the restriction that the decomposition be 
loop-free. As a result, the statements that we can make will be some- 
what less sharp than those of previous ections. However, any decompo- 
sition that can be formed through lumping on partitions can be realized 
through the techniques shown. 
The key to what follows is the fact that (0, ~) is a partition pair for 
any r. Assume that we have a set T of mutually independent partitions 
on a machine M with the property that 
I I  = 0. (9) 
~riCT 
Note that we do not assume that any of the ~¢ have the S.P. Thus 
(0, = ( I I  
~riET--~r ~ 
is a partition pair. From condition (c) of Theorem 2, we see that if 
machine M~ is realized from ~k, the block of m~er -~k ~i which con- 
rains the present state of M may be needed in order to determine the 
transition probabilities from any state in Mk. Thus, if a machine is 
realized according to each 7r;, each machine may need the present state 
of each other machine in the interconnection aswell as the system input 
u as its inputs. The construction of these machines is exactly like the 
construction of machine M~ of Theorem 2. 
We see that any set of independent partitions on M with the property 
of Eq. (9) realizes a decomposition of M. The interconnectivity of this 
decomposition is maximal. That is, it is possible that every component 
machine will receive inputs from every other. The technique developed 
by Stearns and Hartmanis (1961) for determining reduced dependency 
in the state assignment problem can be used here for determining if the 
number inputs to each machine can be reduced. No extension of this 
theory is needed for the stochastic ase, except hat all partitions that 
realize machines must be mutually independent. 
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